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About me

Javier Oyarzun
Librarian 
Head of Teaching and Research Support 
Librarian @ Biblioteca San Joaquín, 
Bibliotecas UC, Pontificia Universidad 
Católica de Chile.

I’ve also studied service and web design.
ioyarzunf@uc.cl > feel free to write me!
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About UC Chile

30.500+ undergraduates

4.500+ postgraduates

1.300+ PhD students

3.700+ Academic body

18 Faculties + Villarrica Campus

100+ Undergraduate programs

39 PhD programs

97 Master programs
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About my area: Teaching and Research support

533 sessions and workshops

25 digital competences 
development focused contents

9.905 assistants (1.3% growth) 
over last year (22-23 comparison)
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About this talk

This presentation highlights the essential role of 
academic librarians in guiding students through 
practical AI-prompting techniques. Librarians 
serve as knowledgeable guides, empowering the 
academic community to navigate and leverage AI 
technology effectively.
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Let's go!
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Attention to the following slides (purple ones)
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The Role of Librarians 
in Teaching 
Generative Models

Librarians play a crucial role in teaching generative models like 
ChatGPT within their institutions. They can educate on AI tools, 
promote ethical use, assist in research, support information literacy, 
and collaborate with instructors. By actively engaging with 
generative models in educational settings, librarians can help users 
harness the potential of AI tools while promoting responsible and 
effective use within academic institutions.

by Javier Oyarzun

https://gamma.app/
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Key Roles of Librarians in Teaching 
Generative Models

1 Educate on AI Tools
Librarians can provide training sessions or workshops to educate students, 
faculty, and staff on how generative models work, their capabilities, and 
limitations.

2 Promote Ethical Use
Librarians can emphasize the importance of using generative models ethically 
and responsibly, discouraging plagiarism or academic dishonesty.

3 Assist in Research
Librarians can guide users on how to effectively use generative models for 
research purposes, helping them navigate through the results and evaluate 
the generated content.

https://gamma.app/
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Supporting Curriculum 
Development and Advocating for 
Transparency
Supporting Curriculum 
Development

Librarians can collaborate with faculty to 
create assignments and projects that 
leverage generative models for educational 
purposes.
They can assist in designing activities that 
encourage students to engage with these 
tools in meaningful ways, such as creating 
infographics, podcasts, or videos.

Advocating for Transparency 
and Ethics

Librarians can advocate for policies and 
guidelines that promote transparency, 
ethical use, and responsible practices 
when utilizing generative models in 
academic settings.
They can work with stakeholders to ensure 
that proper attribution and citation 
practices are followed.

https://gamma.app/
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Vote!
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So, we offer help from 
the library with a work
shop

Let's see!

https://uccl0.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/IntranetBUC/EXY93YD6ighMrPypIzPLqloBUFpUONhydD3GnZqoCXutZQ?e=l7IMGa
https://uccl0.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/IntranetBUC/EXY93YD6ighMrPypIzPLqloBUFpUONhydD3GnZqoCXutZQ?e=l7IMGa
https://uccl0.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/IntranetBUC/EXY93YD6ighMrPypIzPLqloBUFpUONhydD3GnZqoCXutZQ?e=l7IMGa
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Prompt development

Be respectful of 
linguistic norms Adopt personas Iterate 

instructions

Specify the 
format

Clear 
instructions

Ask for 
feedback and 

detail
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How to put these tips into practice?

Examples

a) I need to explain what a prompt is to my six-year-old daughter.
b) I need to study for an English exam, and I would like to have a 

study partner to provide feedback on my knowledge.
c) I need to obtain a comma-separated values (CSV) file from a 

set of data in a Word document.
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It’s your turn!

a) Make the chat adopt a persona, e.g.: pharmacist, 
dentist, a cat. Detail the characteristics of that 
person.

b) In a simple prompt, ask them to create a numbered 
list on a topic of your interest.

c) Ask it to give you feedback on some doubts you 
have about its response and to provide you with the 
sources it used to elaborate.

Share your 
answers in 
the chat!
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AI&IA: Artificial Intelligence and Academic Integrity

If you're using APA7 there's a way to cite 
conversations with ChatGPT, and it makes 
the following logic: what's being cited is not 
a conversation with a person but the product 
of an algorithm, which is an intellectual work. 
The author of ChatGPT is OpenAI, 
therefore, it would be correct to cite and 
reference like this:

Parenthetical citation: (OpenAI, 2023).
Narrative citation: OpenAI (2023).
Reference: OpenAI. (2023). ChatGPT 
(version Mar 14) [Large language model]. 
https://chat.openai.com/chat.
DALL-E. (2023). Microsoft Bing 
[]. https://bing.com

Source and more information at: How to cite ChatGPT 
(apa.org).
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Attention to the following slides (white ones)
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AI Impact on 
Academic Libraries
AI integration is redefining the function and role of academic libraries.

by Javier Oyarzun

https://gamma.app/
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Enhancing Educational Tools

1 Efficiency
Instant creation of syllabi and lesson plans.

2 Accessibility
Potential for tutoring and student support.

3 Innovation
Embracing AI fosters critical thinking and productivity.

https://gamma.app/
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Supporting Research and Innovation
1 Research Guidance

Assistance in 
identifying useful AI 
tools for research.

2 Integrating AI
Guidance on 
incorporating AI 
into research 
workflows.

3 Information 
Literacy
Integration of AI for 
accurate and 
pertinent content.

https://gamma.app/
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Professional Competence

Skills Integration
AI skills as a critical component of 
information literacy training.

Industry Success
Competence in AI distinguishing 
successful professionals.

https://gamma.app/
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AI's Role in Evolution

Adaptation
Librarians evolving with AI integration.

Transformation
Anticipating the evolution of academia.

https://gamma.app/
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Anticipating the Future

AI Expansion Increasing use in academic spaces.

Transformation Shift in academia's approach to AI 
technologies.

https://gamma.app/


Some iniciatives at institutional level
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Agregar sitio

In 
collaboration 

with UC 
teaching 

development 
center and 

academic 
integrity 

center
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Image via The Scolarly Kitchen (2024)
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Image via Frontiers in Cell and Developmental Biology (2024)
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Conclusions
AI tools must be seen as 
research facilitators; 
therefore, they should be 
taught as part of digital 
competence training.

The need is urgent – 
things could get bad if 
there’s no training 
about it.

In the academic 
context, librarians are 
required to take 
actions regarding 
training and 
information 
dissemination within 
their organizations, 
with a strong emphasis 
on research at all levels 
of study.
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Challenges
Libraries must strive to 
integrate their content 
into course syllabi as 
part of the framework for 
developing digital 
competencies.

Institutions as a 
whole, must have clear 
plans for the use of AI 
by its community.

Librarians must keep 
updated: there is no 
other way – AI will 
impact our jobs too 
deeply to ignore it 
anymore.
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